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is lifted out of his groo-^)^ tl^Gmce^of It^^aster. It
is true that the Source|^/lll^    withii^^ut as it is
hidden by the cloud of ^)^^\?^ the Ligbf^s not always
come through in its purity. ^1^4^ "therefore^ not sufficiently
effective in guiding human search.,, 0(1 the other hand, the
Light coming from the Master comes through an unclouded
•mind; and when it is received by the finite consciousness
of the soul, it helps the soul to bring out the Light from
within.
The awakening, which many aspirants experience by
coming into contact with Meher Baba is due to the divine
touch, which he gives to the inner Self. It is a mistake
to imagine that the Master works only from without in a
seniM'n'echanical fashion. Through the Divine Love which
Meher Baba pours into the aspirwt, he gets into his" heart
end works from there as an abiding sowrce of happiness and
inspiration. The effect of the contact with the Master,
"however, depends also upon the receptivity of the aspirant.
Spiritual progress is most rapid where the soul, which
is ready through its past efforts, has the good fortune to
.get the help of a. Perfect Master.
There are some, who sincerely believe that a Master
is not necessary for spiritual life. This view is erroneous
^nd overlooks the significance of many ordinary facts con-
cerning the process of learning. A child has to be taught
how to walk, talk, dress, read and write before it learns to do
these things for itself. Even for adults, it is always easier
to assimilate the truths imparted by others than to discover
and realize them independently. This will be seen in
practical life as well as in the pursuit of scientific know-
ledge. It took many years of work for a scientific genius
like Newton to discover and establish the Law o£ Gravita-
tion; but to-day even ordinary per$cms can understand it
in much less time. In the sam;e way, it took a mechanical
sErenius to invent a motor engine; but even ordinary persons

